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Abstract
Our goal is to process the soundtrack of a sports game (ten-

nis) to understand the progress of the game and ultimately, infer
its rules. The chair umpire’s speech is one of the most useful
sources of information, and we focus on identifying the loca-
tions of this signal on the soundtrack. Although current tech-
niques for audio segmentation can work well on this task when
the acoustics of the training- and test- data are well-matched,
they fail when there is a mismatch, which occurs when the chair
umpire, the microphone placement, the environmental noise etc.
are different in the test- and training-data. Our technique uses
high-level knowledge of the syntax of the audio events (derived
from the training data) to make a coarse estimate of the location
of the umpire’s speech. The data gathered from these locations
is then iteratively refined by contrasting it with data that is be-
lieved to belong to another audio class (also gathered using the
technique described above). A model is built from this data that
enables a more accurate determination of the location of the
speech segments to be made. Our approach is applied to three
different tennis games: all three have different umpires and dif-
ferent commentators. The results obtained show that it reaches
almost the same performance level as that obtained using super-
vised methods, in which models for the speech are built using
prior knowledge of their locations.
Index Terms: Audio event detection, adaptive learning, unsu-
pervised segmentation

1. Introduction
Our long-term goal is to develop a machine that can analyse
complex human activities and interactions using multimodal in-
formation. We are beginning with the analysis of tennis games,
which have clearly defined goals, “events” and structure, and
are rich in audio and visual information. For present purposes,
we are focusing on the detection of information from the au-
dio signal (i.e. the soundtrack of a video) alone: later, we will
integrate this detection with detection of events from the video
signal. In the analysis of a tennis game, there are some key
audio events which are important indicators of the current state
and the progress of the game, such as the chair umpire’s speech,
a line judge’s shout, and the “beep” sound (indicating a fault
during serve).

In this paper, we focus on perhaps the most important
source of information, the chair umpire’s speech. The chair
umpire reports the current scores, information about a player’s
challenge, whether a service is “let” etc. Accurate identification
and recognition of the umpire’s speech is a key step for a ma-
chine to understand how the tennis game is structured, and how
a specific game is progressing. However, both these tasks are

difficult when the acoustic characteristics differ between train-
ing and testing, which is the usual condition when processing
new games. In this paper, we focus on the first problem, iden-
tification of the segments in the soundtrack that correspond to
the umpire’s speech.

Techniques of speaker diarization are often utilized for
speech segmentation. The essential idea behind speaker diariza-
tion is to segment the audio into speaker-homogeneous regions
with the goal of answering the question “who spoke when?”.
Current methods are often based on the use of Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (BIC) [1, 2, 3, 4] and agglomerative clustering
[5, 6, 7]. Although some good results have been obtained, these
methods rely on the existence of sufficient data in each audio
fragment to build a Gaussian model for each speaker. Although
[8] applied speaker diarization to short speech segments, the
minimum duration for a segment was 2.5 seconds. However, in
a tennis game, fragments of umpire’s speech are often shorter
than 1s, and the total duration of umpire’s speech in the game
is usually less than 2% of the complete soundtrack. Further-
more, it is often contaminated with crowd noise, and has many
overlaps with the commentators’ speech, which is dominant in
the soundtrack (and provides little useful information about the
game). For these reasons, we have found that approaches using
the techniques described above are unsuccessful, and our results
in section 4 show that this is the case.

Our approach is to adapt the models using high-level
knowledge obtained from the training data and combine an un-
supervised speech segmentation technique with the use of con-
textual information to improve detection performance. We be-
gin by introducing the kind of high-level knowledge we can
learn from the training data, and then show how this knowledge
is applied to unsupervised speech segmentation. The details of
the framework will be presented in the next sections.

2. Theoretical Framework
Given a sequence of features F that are observed in conjunction
with a sequence of audio events AE, we can write

Pr(AE|F) ∝ Pr(F|AE) Pr(AE). (1)

The sequence of audio events in a tennis game follows a rather
regular syntax, which we can capture (approximately) in a bi-
gram model Pr(AEi+1|AEi). Hence

Pr(AE) ≈
∏

i

Pr(AEi+1|AEi), (2)

where AEi represents the i’th detected audio event. To
strengthen the model, we can also use inter-event timing infor-
mation (IET), which will give information about the expected
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Figure 2: Top pane: the soundtrack audio waveform corresponding to two points of a tennis game. Lower three panes: annotations of
three audio events in the waveform (umpire’s speech, commentary and crowd noise)

Figure 1: The process used to identify umpire’s speech loca-
tions on the soundtrack in the proposed technique.

time of the next event AEi+1 given the current event AEi.
Hence Pr(AEi|AEi+1) can be re-written as

Pr(AEi+1|AEi) =
∑

T

Pr(Ti,i+1|AEi, AEi+1) Pr(AEi+1|AEi)

(3)
where Ti,i+1 is the time between events AEi+1 and AEi.

2.1. Prior Knowledge based event detection

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the steps in our approach. We
begin by detecting crowd noise in the soundtrack, because it is
relatively easy to detect and because its noise-like characteris-
tics are quite stable between soundtracks of different games.

We then make a coarse estimate of the location of the um-
pire’s speech and the commentators’ speech. This step makes
use of the high-level knowledge of the syntax of the audio
events obtained from the training data. Figure 2 shows as an
example the audio corresponding to two tennis points, in which
several different audio events occur. The detailed descriptions
of the audio events are referred to [9]. In two cases, the um-
pire reports the score (umpire 1 and umpire 3) after the crowd
noise (crowd noise 1 and crowd noise 2), and in one case, com-
mentators’ speech (commentary 1 and commentary 2) follows
the umpire’s speech. Segment umpire 2 reports a “let”service.
This example illustrates the strong dependency between the
location of the crowd noise and the umpire’s speech on the
soundtrack. Using the training-data, we built a bigram “lan-
guage” model of the audio events and found that Pr(eventi =
umpire-speech | eventi−1 = crowd-noise) = 0.54, i.e. 54%
of the umpire’s speech can be found directly after the crowd
noise. In previous work [10], we made use of the average dura-
tion of events and also of the time-gap between events [9], both

estimated from the training-set. We use these values (≈ 0.5s
and < 1.5s) to make a coarse determination of the location of
sections of audio corresponding to the umpire’s speech. This
means that segments of umpire’s speech such as umpire 2 in
Figure 2 would not be found, but this is not important: our goal
here is to obtain coarse estimates of the location of a sufficient
quantity of the speech.

In the third step, a commentary model is constructed, us-
ing the fact that Pr(eventi = commentary | eventi−1 =
umpire-speech) is high. The frames contain a combination of
voiced and unvoiced frames. A pitch detector is used to identify
the voiced frames, and these are used to build the commentary
model. This technique rejects any non-speech sounds, and by
omitting the unvoiced frames, the model more strongly charac-
terises the commentators’ speech.

In the fourth step, we remove some non-umpire audio
frames. Finally, the refined audio frames are used to train a
revised acoustic model for the umpire’s speech. The last two
steps above are described in more detail in the next section.

2.2. Audio Signal Segmentation

In this section, we describe in detail the techniques for the iden-
tification of the location of the umpire’s speech.

Although a good number of audio frames representing the
commentators’ speech can be collected, we do not use them
to build a detailed model, since our aim is not commentator
diarization. Rather, we build a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
of the speech with a small number of components (six), which
is enough to discriminate this speech from the umpire’s speech.

To refine the identification of the umpire’s speech segments,
the likelihood of each audio frame in these segments is com-
puted given the commentary model.

LLKcommen.(fi) = log(Pr(fi|θcommen.) (4)

where LLKcommen.(fi) indicates the log-likelihood of the
frame given the commentary model, fi is the ith audio frame in
the putative umpire segments, and θcommen. represents the pa-
rameters of the GMM representing the commentators’ speech.

Figure 3 shows the log-likelihood distribution of these
frames. Smaller log-likelihood values correspond to larger dif-
ferences between the commentary model and the frames, and
these frames are more likely to be umpire’s rather than com-
mentators’ speech. We set a conservative threshold for log-
likelihood that retains about 20% of the putative frames, as
shown by the red line shown in Figure 3. This value (20%) is
set by assuming the duration of umpire’s speech is one second,
while the region we select for searching umpire speech after the
applause is five seconds. Frames whose likelihoods are located
to the left of this line are regarded as frames of umpire’s speech,
and are used to build a new GMM for the umpire’s speech.
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Figure 3: Probability distribution of the log-likelihood given the
commentary model of the frames putatively labelled “umpire’s
speech”.

2.3. Iterative Refinement of Putative Frames

Although a new model for umpire’s speech has been built, it
is still noisy, mainly because of interference from commentary
speech. We therefore iteratively refine our estimate of the audio
segments that correspond to umpire’s speech. For each putative
frame of umpire’s speech, we compute

D(fi) = LLKump(fi)− LLKcommen.(fi) (5)

where LLKcommen.(fi) is as defined above and

LLKump(fi) = log(Pr(fi|θump), (6)

i.e. LLKump(fi) indicates how well frame fi fits the current
umpire’s model, and D(fi) is the difference in log-likelihood
between the umpire’s and the commentators’ models (θump rep-
resents the parameters of the GMM representing the umpire’s
speech). A frame is selected according to thresholds set on the
values of LLKump(fi) andD(fi).

3. Data and Experimental Set-up
The data used in our experiments are extracted from four differ-
ent tennis games, two men’s single games, one women’s dou-
ble game, and one men’s double. Table 1 lists the details of
the four games, a total of over ten hours of tennis. The um-
pires in each of the four games are different, and all speak En-
glish. The two men’s single games have the same set of three
commentators, but the umpires are different. In the women’s
doubles, there is only one male Polish-speaking commentator,
while there are two commentators in the men’s double game.
Each audio track is divided into 30ms frames using a sliding
window with 20ms overlapping and each frame is converted
into 39-dimension MFCCs (12 coeffcients + energy +Δ +ΔΔ).
All the data is hand-labelled with audio events as shown in Fig-
ure 2.

We compare our approach with three baselines: two super-
vised methods and one BIC based audio segmentation method.
The first supervised method (Sup.1) uses game-specific umpire
models built from manually labelled data, and the second super-
vised method (Sup.2) uses a single umpire model obtained on
the training set for all games. The BIC based method (OCBIC)

Table 1: Experimental data on the four tennis games used in this
study.

Training Test Test Test
set set (1) set (2) set (3)

Type Men’s Men’s Women’s Men’s
single single double double

# Tracks 10 3 4 5
Time (mins) 200 150 120 143
# Commen. 3 3 1 2
Commen. English English Polish English
language
Sex of Male Male Male Male
commen.
Sex of Male Male Female Male
umpire

we used was first proposed by [1] and uses a sliding window ap-
proach. Full details of OCBIC system can be found in [1]. This
method was implemented by forming a new audio stream by
retaining only the audio frames corresponding to voices, which
are identified using a pitch classifier. Most of these frames are
the commentators’ and umpire’s voice frames, although there
are a few line judges’ shouts and grunts from the players. To de-
tect multiple change points between commentator and umpire,
the BIC based method is applied to a sliding window whose
length is initialized to N = 100 frames. During detection, the
window is enlarged by ΔN = 50 frames if the change point is
not found in the current window. If a change point is detected,
the window size is reset toN , and the detection process restarts
at the latest change point. The BIC based method is employed
until a change point is detected or the window reaches the end
of the audio stream.

To evaluate the effectiveness of detection performance, we
compute the mean position on the soundtrack MTump of each
identified umpire’s speech segment as

MTump = (STump + ETump)/2 (7)

where STump is the location of the beginning of the segment
andETump is the end. If theMTump is located within the time
range of an umpire’s speech event manually labelled in the data
sets, then the detected event is viewed as a correct detection. For
the BIC based method, we mainly check whether the change
point is located within the time range of a manually labelled
umpire’s speech event.

The evaluation metric is the Fscore:

Fscore = 2 ·
Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall

(8)

where

Precision =
#Correctly detected umpire segments

#True umpire segments
(9)

Recall = #Correctly detected umpire segments
#Detected umpire segments

(10)

4. Results Analysis
Results from the two supervised techniques, Sup.1 and Sup.2,
the BIC technique (OCBIC), and our proposed technique, are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Performance (detection F -score) of the two baseline
techniques and the proposed technique.

Methods Training Test Test Test
set (1) (2) (3)

Sup.1 (%) 59.82 57.53 57.84 56.86
Sup.2 (%) 59.82 16.55 11.49 12.39
OCBIC (%) - 11.22 6.4 11.59
Proposed - 45.31 54.10 39.28
approach (%)

Table 2 shows that the best supervised performance is ob-
tained when specific umpire models are built for each game
(Sup.1). Detection performance drops dramatically when us-
ing the second supervised approach (Sup.2), presumably be-
cause of the mismatch of the acoustic characteristics of um-
pires’ speech between the training data and the data in the three
test games. OCBIC performance is even worse, probably be-
cause the short duration of umpire speech limits its application,
and the randomly occurring bursts of crowd noise and commen-
tators’s speech have a strong impact. Our proposed approach
easily outperforms the supervised approach using a single um-
pire model, and in one case (the second test game) approaches
the game-specific performance. This is because the high-level
event based information acts as a strong constraint, so that many
sections of signal that are actually not of interest are not consid-
ered. In addition, the use of inter-event timing information also
reduces the search space, which greatly improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of our method.
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Figure 4: Performance (detection F -score) of the proposed
technique during iterative frame selection refinement.

Figure 4 shows the performance of the proposed technique
when iteratively refining the identity of frames of the umpire’s
audio segments. At the start of the iteration, the frames cor-
respond to those in the coarsely determined umpire’s speech
segment locations (as described in section 2). After that, each
iteration is run by frame collection and re-refinement according
to the thresholds set with respect to the values of two param-
eters, LLKump and Diff . The thresholds of LLKump and
Diff are empirically set to be −15 and 15, respectively. The
iteration is terminated when there is no change in the identified
umpire segments.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have developed a novel framework to itera-
tively refine the detection of the location of key audio segments
in a soundtrack, namely the chair umpire’s speech. We use
both acoustic data and high-level knowledge derived from the
training set. This approach produces good identification per-
formance even when there are considerable differences in the
acoustic characteristics of the training data and the test data. We
believe this kind of approach might be successfully applied to
many similar audio identification tasks, such as the sports game
of badminton and table tennis, in which there is an overall syn-
tax to the order of the events that can be exploited.

Our future work will firstly be to improve our ability to
identify more types of audio signals in different environments.
We will also begin to incorporate and integrate information
derived from computer vision techniques to build more accurate
high-level game structures for understanding human actions by
learning the multimodal information in games.
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